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Goals: 
1. To enable libraries to add items to the catalogue at a faster rate 
2. Reduce the number of items needing to be shipped and returned 
3. Fulfill patron requests in a more efficient, and speedier manner 

 

Criteria for Bibliographic modifications: 
1. Items must meet match points as outlined 
2. Restricted to print publications only [Books] 
3. All requested copies/photos and the information sheet must be filled out 

in full and present 
 

 Outline of Process: 
1. Libraries will assess item against a bibliographic record 
2. If matches are present on all points will copy/photograph required – 

cover, title page and title page verso and fill out the information sheet 
3. Library will send via van run OR via a HelpDesk ticket the required copies 

and sheet. 
4. NLLS will receive and make requested changes, in order of priority items 
5. Copies of the completed request will be shipped via van run 

 
 
 

 



Cataloguing Guidelines for Member Libraries 

1. Standards for adding item record at the library level 
 

Match point Same / Different MARC 
TAG 

Standard numbers (LCCN* and/or ISBN) Same 010 / 020 

Title (including subtitle) and statement of responsibility are 
the same 

Same 245 

Edition statement Same 250 

Place of publication Same 264 [a] 

Publisher Same 264 [b] 

Date of publication Same 264 [c] 

Extent of item [pages or volumes] Same 300 

Series, if there Same 490 

*LCCN = Library of Congress Control Number 

Member libraries can then add an item record to the database. 

2. Standards for sending in an item for cataloguing using an information sheet 
 

Match point Same / Different MARC 
TAG 

Title (including subtitle) and statement of responsibility  Same 245 

Edition statement Same 250 

Place of publication Same 264 [a] 

Publisher Same 264 [b] 

Date of publication Same 264 [c] 

Extent of item [pages or volumes] Same 300 

Series, if there Same 490 

Member libraries can then send in the “Information Sheet for Items Already in Polaris” 
including photo/copy of the cover, title page, and title page verso as well as the cataloguing 
sheet.  

These items will be catalogued in sequence unless they are marked as RUSH. 

 

 

 



3. Standards for physically sending in an item for cataloguing 
 

Match point Same / Different MARC 
TAG 

Standard numbers (LCCN and/or ISBN) Different 010 / 020 

Title (including subtitle) and statement of responsibility are 
the same 

Different 245 

Edition statement Different 250 

Place of publication Different 264 [a] 

Publisher Different 264 [b] 

Date of publication Different 264 [c] 

Extent of item [pages or volumes] Different 300 

Series, if there Different 490 

Member libraries then need to send in the item for cataloguing using the cataloguing sheet and 
following the processing instructions. 

 

RDA bibliographic record example 

 

 

 



AACR2 Bibliographic record example 

NOTE: Match points are for the following MARC tags in AACR2 

Match point MARC 
TAG 

Standard numbers (LCCN and/or ISBN) 010 / 020 

Title (including subtitle) and statement of responsibility are 
the same 

245 

Edition statement 250 

Place of publication 260 [a] 

Publisher 260 [b] 

Date of publication 260 [c] 

Extent of item [pages or volumes] 300 

Series, if there 490 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Information Sheet for items already in Polaris 

Member Library:_________________________________________  

  

Add or attach photo of item cover, title page, and title page verso: 
 
 

Title:    

ISBN to add:  

Publisher:   

Publication Date:  

Number of pages:  

Add ISBN to Bibliographic 
Record #  
[Title Control #]: 

 


